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Portfolio Managers: Wally Weitz, CFA & Brad Hinton, CFA

The Multi-Cap Value Strategy returned +1.26% (gross of fees), +0.98% (net of fees) during the second calendar quarter, compared to +3.09%
for the S&P 500 and +3.02% for the Russell 3000.
Recent results have been below our standards. The Russell 3000 has been a formidable bogey with 5-year annualized returns of 14.58%.
We have not kept pace, as we have been too patient in deploying excess cash, too disciplined in selling some winners prematurely and too
contrarian in waiting for value to be realized at a few challenged companies. In recent quarters, we have cleared out the most painful detractors
(Avon Products, Endo International, Fossil Group) and more effectively held on to several large contributors (Google, Texas Instruments, Aon). We
think it is highly unlikely that the broader market will grow at a similar mid-teens pace over the next five years. If we are right, residual cash may
change from being a liability to an asset.
“So, what is your edge?” When we meet with prospective clients, sooner or later some variation of this question surfaces. Like many simple
questions, a complete answer is complex. But in a world where passive alternatives continue to gain favor, the subject has never been more
important. Let’s start with our concise, “back of the business card” response. First, our experienced investment team has pursued a timeless
investment philosophy for more than 150 years combined to deliver proven results for investors. Second, our research-driven culture allows
our team to invest with a disciplined, long-term focus. This increasingly rare lens leads to opportunities where few others are looking. Third, we
are wired to cut a fiercely independent path, with enough humility to avoid being stubborn. We will be different than other managers and
any index, which gives us a chance to be better over time.
Wally founded the Firm 34 years ago with a simple investment philosophy–think like a business owner, understand what a rational private buyer
would pay to own the whole company and buy shares in that company at a significant discount to value. Executed well, the approach works
and stands the test of time. Our core group has plied this craft together for well over a decade; far longer in many cases. We have been growing
the team since the early 2000s, adding complementary skill sets and building others organically (including fixed income, a unique benefit since
we actually talk with each other). We have not had any analyst turnover since 2008, which is remarkable in this industry. We do not take it for
granted. Everyone on the investment team has an equity stake in the advisory Firm, and we all think like owners.
Our research-driven culture checks the boxes that matter most to folks picking active
managers in this era of passive management. Concentrated portfolios? Check, with 25-35
stocks per strategy. Long-term focus? Check, with 5-year average annual turnover of only
23 percent. Consistent process with valuation discipline? Check. Seasoned, passionate
professionals? Check. Investment team aligned via meaningful investments in the strategy?
Check, we ’eat our own cooking’. Employee and family owned business? Check. Succession
plan in place? Check, deliberate, measured and long-range. In short, we are a boutique
investment manager in every sense of the word.

The raw material for triggering
market volatility is in place, and
we are looking forward to taking
advantage of it.
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Our heritage is one of fierce independence. Much of what is described above is a departure from the industry norm. We are benchmark agnostic,
and our results will certainly differ from the crowd. Of course, we need to be both different and right over time. We temper our independence
with intellectual honesty and humility (sometimes, whether we want it or not). Because we are fellow investors, we don’t “bet the farm” with
outsized individual positions or industry themes. We do what we think is right for our clients and figure the business side will follow.
Our Multi-Cap Value Strategy is the most “free-range” of our equity strategies. Our go-anywhere approach has room for companies of all
sizes and investments of many different types. We own mega-cap giants like Berkshire Hathaway and small businesses like Redwood Trust;
highly visible “compounders” like Visa alongside more cyclical companies like Colfax; household names like Oracle and off the beaten path
opportunities like Liberty Global LiLAC. Our north star for all is a stock price that trades below our business value estimate. When valuation
levels are on the high side, like now, we are willing to be (very) patient. We think this discipline serves our investors well over the long haul.
Importantly, this discipline must be paired with the courage to act decisively at moments of truth. These two traits are the keys to building wealth
without taking unnecessary risk.
“That’s a nice story, but so what?” Our experienced team, research-driven culture and fierce independence provide several intangible benefits
to investors. First, we can withstand the periodic adversity that comes with being an active manager because we have been through it together
before. Our collective core beliefs are strong and will not be shaken by rough patches. Further, our common sense approach is far more valuable
when investing waters are choppy rather than placid. Full market exposure is great during an extended bull market, but passive strategies have
neither the tools to help mitigate downside nor the wherewithal to invest more aggressively when the odds are stacked in their favor. That’s
where we most often shine. In the meantime, we appreciate the patience our investors have shown as we “stick to our knitting.”
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It should not be assumed that recommendations made in the future will be profitable or will equal the performance of the securities in this list.
The holdings identified do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold or recommended for Weitz Inc.’s advisory clients. You may reach
Weitz Inc. at 1125 S 103rd Street, Suite 200, Omaha NE 68124, at 800-304-9745 or at weitzinvestments.com.

Investors should consider carefully the investment objectives, risks and charges and expenses of the Strategy before investing. Performance
data represents past performance, which does not guarantee future results. Portfolio composition is subject to change at any time.
Current and future portfolio holdings are subject to risk.
Performance information in this letter is the weighted-average performance of accounts managed by Weitz Investment, Inc. (“Weitz Inc.”) under
its Multi-Cap Value Strategy (the “Strategy”). All other portfolio holdings information is for a particular “Representative Account” in the Strategy.
Index performance is hypothetical and is shown for illustrative purposes only. Comparative returns are the average returns for the applicable
period of the reflected indices. The S&P 500® is an unmanaged index consisting of 500 companies generally representative of the market for
the stocks of large-size U.S. companies. The Russell 3000® Index measures the performance of the largest 3,000 U.S. companies representing
approximately 98% of the investable U.S. equity market. Russell Investment Group is the source and owner of the trademarks, service marks and
copyrights related to the Russell Indices. Russell® is the trademark of Russell Investment Group.
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